VOTE CONSERVATIVE ON 23 MAY
— THE ONLY PARTY THAT CAN
ACTUALLY GET BREXIT DONE
The last thing I wanted
was another European
election. We voted to
leave three years ago, for
Heaven’s sake.
But I couldn’t get away from the feeling
that failing to stand again while the issue
of EU membership remains unresolved
would be like deserting in battle.
We need Brexit to happen. And we need
it to happen in a way that is swift, orderly,
adult, amicable and economically liberal.
That is what I and the Conservatives will
work for.
I understand why people want to use

these European elections to “send a
message”. In fact, though, the message
was sent on 23 June 2016, when more
people voted Leave than have ever voted
for anything. We got the message; what
we didn’t get was the numbers. For two
years, all the Opposition parties – Labour,
the SNP, the Greens and the Lib Dems –
have been working to frustrate Brexit.
I am writing now to ask for your help.
Help us to get the numbers so that we
can ﬁnish the job.
There are only two parties that will be
negotiating Brexit – the Conservatives
or Jeremy Corbyn’s Labour. I know
which one I’d rather have in office.
We are so close to becoming an
independent country again. Let’s get this
thing done.
Best wishes,

Daniel Hannan

Brexit should
be about an open,
global Britain.
The Conservatives will deliver a strong
economy and a Brexit that protects jobs.

OUR RECORD:
Cutting income tax for 32 million people by raising
the personal allowance to £12,500
An extra 3.6 million people in work – the highest
number ever
Cutting Labour’s deficit by four fifths, freeing up
money for public services and lower taxes
Meeting our NATO commitment to spend
2 per cent of GDP on defence
An extra £20.5 billion for the NHS
Driving up school standards. There are now another
1.9 million children being taught in good or outstanding
schools

We want to ensure that that Britain continues to
thrive after Brexit, and that we become the best
place in the world to do business.
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